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I maintained that, in its practical realization, the myth éoutended that the best in thé Anglo-Saxon 
revolution had drifted to ad sorts of problems. , political genius likewise left the British Isles during 

There was the problem of finances; the problem the period of the colonisation of America. It can.-1 
of repairing bridges; the problem of teaching people to fruition in the townsltip government of New Eng- 
how to read and write ; of lowering the cost of boots land ami, on a larger scale, in the Federal Republic 
in Soviet factories; fighting against filth; catching established in 1787. The researches of physical an- 
thieves; installing electric power in country dis- thropologists and cultural historians have demon- 
tricts; how to sew on Soviet button», and instruct- stratsd both the racial and institutional fallacies in 
ing people on the necessity of taking weekly baths, this theory- England, after the Germanic conquests, 

In other words, I advocated that we talk a little remained certainly as much non-Nordic as Nordic. 
^ t ' • " U-ss and do a little more work, because now that the The United States has been from tHc colonial period
This historic plan, though still extremely imperfect révolution was a reality its security lay in hard work a must mixed population. Finally, most of the in- 
and muddled, will connect all parts and particles of and acquisition of culture. stitutions which are looked upon as primarily

' the work, all its ins ond outs, by the unity of a vast 
creative conception. ,

All onr separate and ^mighty problems—Soviet
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The Russian Working class will have to do con
structive work for Its own benefit apd forets own
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“Anglo-Saxon’’ were in few cases derived from 
Germany at all, but have been the result of the in
teraction of various historic forces and situations

■ 4 : THE RACK MYTH CRUMBLES

less uniquely English or American.

It is scarcely necessary to call attention to the 
in which the demonstrable racial mixture in

ita. (Continued from page 3)
Africa and Spain. The contrary view has be- ;

more orretail trade Included—are part of the general plan 
which will enable the ruling working class to over
come its economic weakness and lack of culture.

and con- 
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that the 
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o <3 popular solely because of the grotesquely mis- mannercome
leading umture of our conventional textbooks^on the historic nations of Europe rules out as utterly

impossible the thesis of the racial determination of 
European history. Even if we were to grant, for 
example, that the culture of Germany or the culture 
of France is unique and the product of a definite t 

period. The Moslem culture was, of course, entirely lncdaj basis, shall we assign this culture, in the ease' 
non-Nordic, and there was but a small Nordic min- 0f Erance to the Nordics of the Northeast, The Al- 
ority among the peoples that maintained the Byzan- pines of the Central portion, or the Mediterraneans 
tine culture to the final conquest by the Turks in the of the South ; or, in the case of Germany, is her cul-

lure primarily the product of the Nordics in the 
North or the Alpines in the South! That there is 
no basis whatever for the assumption of Jewish rac.- 

as Jullian, Fustel, and others have proved during ,&1 unjty or purjty to g;vc aj(i an(l comfort to either
the last generation, took their departure, not from Zionists or anti Sejnitcs was admirably shown by 
the crude and primitive Teutonic institutions of the Professor Roland B. Dixon in the article which he

contributed a couple of years back to The Nation s 
series on the Jewish problem. Even if we could 
feel sure, which we certainly cannot, that there is any 
important relationship between race and culture, the 
hopeless mixture of Éuropean races

Nordic supremacy during the medieval period. The ij^ic period would, then, most assuredly brand as

In dealing with the vast problems rising every 
day our economically inexperienced working-class 
will have to hold a plastic point of view, here stand
ing on the principles of Socialism, there fighting ;Js- 
battles, occasionally retreating in order to recoup, 
on certain occasions even temporarily yielding 
one or two; always keeping in mind that the ul
timate goal can only be reached through a series of 
forward marches, being prepared to fall back for 
strategic reasons.

medieval history, which concentrate their attention, 
almost without exception, upon the Christian cul- 

of Northwestern Europe (luring the medievalture

the fut- 
altifying 
value of

middle of the fifteenth century. Even the civiliza
tion and institutions of medieval Europe in the W est,
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a? Lanin’s Program
This is the meaning of the now famous new ec

onomic policy introduced by Lenin during the lat
ter part of his administration.

Amid all the ups and downs, amid all the errors 
and retreats, amid all the intricacies of the new ec-
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Goths or Franks, but rather from the Nordic Appro
priation and assimilatio^ of the Gallo Romanic cul
ture of Italy and Roman Ganl. Even in a political

can be made for.class of 
if mech- 
of social 
ing to a 
by. It is 
to keep 

tas been

onomic policy, the Soviét republic will carry its plan and military sense no strong case since the Neo-
educating the young generation of Russia in the
spirit of it, teaching everyone to co-ordinate their pri- strongest national monarchies of the Middle Ages nonsense any attempt at a racial interpretation of

This ■were those of France and England, while the Holy the history of the various European states.
Roman Empire remained throughout the medieval fact can probably best be driven home by a concrete

illustration. There is no better one than the follow
ing summary by Karl Pearson of the racial heredity 
of Charles Darwin, long pointed to as physically and

vate aims with the one problem of all, which may 
one day call on them to sew on a Soviet button and 
the next—meet death fearlessly under the banner of 
Communism.

t
loose and weak organization. We now know 

that medieval France was predominantly non-Nor-
4 era a

h a mir- i 1 have been called a heretic because 1 demanded die. and that the non-Nordic element was certainly
serious and thorough training for our young people as large as the Nordic, in medieval England, which

not “swept clean”.pf the Celts during the Ger- ^ ,g dcs(,endc(1 in „ many Une8 from
manic invasions- . Scottish and Pietish kings. He has Manx blood.

The fact, °f hMtory constitute more of an md,c- ^ ^ threc llnes from Aifred

at searching jitter knowledge, a-,1 aka in order u, unnLÎ eapLiû ta” » Held £ 1 “^vèraÏ' lines'" .Traï

serr, a ~mmoa purpo», that wonld be jrupod bj n. meat Mriking poUtical oWia.Oona of earl, ;  , Clrlovingians. He sprang also from
modern Europe were the despotisms of Spain and ^ empcn)rs of Germany, .as well as from

Now, what were these views Which brought about Bourbon France, while the Central European an Barbaro&sa and the Hohvnstaufens. He had Nor-
my withdrawal from active participation in the Scandinavian eountriea remained po y ae wegjan blood and much Norman blood. He had de
affairs of Russia! ward and loosely organized. The Gc^mc states ^ fn)m ^ q{ q£ Saxony> of

It was not on the Soviet aims that we disagreed, continued as the weak sister in t e J*° lca ,, Flanders, the princes of Savoy, and the kings of 
It was on question of methods. What were these ^ Europe down to t e 1**™° 0 1®na Italy. He had the blood in his veins of Franks,
methods! statesmanship following 1860. If one were to accept Alaaiansi Merovingians, Burgundians, and Longo-

In the pre-rcvolutionaftr days, ahd even during for a minute the thesis o the racia e ermi bards. He sprang in direct descent from the Hun
the esrlÿ days of the government, it was necessary Politics, European history since * a ° rulers of Hungary and the Greek emperors of Côn-
to harp on polities and political propaganda! Poli- Roman~Empire woul constitute a u as e e stafit*n0piv if [ recollect rightly, Ivan the Terrible

— , tics then was a means to an end. Party literature * ,ea*e ** one f°uld hope to rre^ ”r e ^ 8 1V° .P<> provides n Russian link. There is probably not one
■n and party propaganda were all conducted through itical incapacity of these v«-i y o les, w ose unique raevs Qf Europe concerned in folk-wandcr-
^ v poUtica, for politics ruled everything. poUtical force and subtlety baa been argued by the wh$eh h no, had a share in the ancestry of

But there came a time in the life of the success- whole school of writers from Droywen an e Darwin If it has been possible in the case
fol Soviet «publie when it was necessary to fulfill Maurers to Stubbs, Freeman, Finke, er x- ^ Qn( Englishman of this kind to show in a consid-
some of the aspirat^ns so widely talked about be- ter Adams, and Burgess. Of course, t e sane 1 or- eray( number of lines how impure is his race, cap 
fore the revolution; -We had power, we had the will disregard the reeial interpretation of polit- ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i{^f, ]ikc knowledge were
mighty machinery of m^anization, and we had the ie*l history as a whole, and understand * > m posable of attainment, we could expect greater 
government probability, the political bacWai^iera of Germany (|f hloo<1 in any of hLs countrymen!

Government la onl* a machinery for^n end. The waa canned by certain specific historical situations _The Nation (N Y.)
potitka advocated for the eelsing of that machinery and accidents of an ecclesiastical, geographic, and

If., migrants to the Britiah MmC who were mq 
have dcarefll' this area el tte 6dde and j

mentally a typical Englishman :
■v He is descended in four different lines from Irishcomplete 
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1 to save them from the great defect of the present was

generalities, constantly repeating the old songs 
which wc had to sing before the resolution instead
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everyone—work and create.
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